
A rather different talk this month:  Steve Tonkin spoke about Hollow Moon and Flat Earth 

hypotheses.  He followed the history of the Flat Earth model from pre-history through to the 

religiously inspired “modern” Flat Earth model.  He then proceeded to show where these 

models deviate from reality (i.e. are wrong). 

At “half time” we held an impromptu “boot sale” of some of the items that Arthur Davies 

has donated to the society.  Everything was offered “as-is” so there were a number of very 

special bargains.  Bob Mizon also had many books out of Arthur’s extensive library offered 

for contributions to CfDS funds.  I hope that everyone who took some of Arthur’s old 

equipment will have good service and remember Arthur’s huge contributions to the society 

over the years.  

Bob’s constellation of the month was Canis Major, now rising just before midnight.  It has a 

number of Messier objects as well as the brightest (night time) star – Sirius.  He also picked 

up on one of the nicest doubles – h3945 (aka HJ3945 after John Herschel, aka SAO173349 

for those of you with the appropriate catalogues in their Go-To scopes) – which is also 

known as the Southern or Winter Albireo.  Well worth having a look over the winter 

months. 

There were also images from Gordon MacKenzie, Jan Wrightson and Terry Evans including 

some images of the Transit of Mercury from Jan and Terry taken between the clouds (and 

showers) on 11th November. 

Before the close, members were reminded that the next meeting on 18th December will be 

the Christmas Social.  Contributions of food & drink (savoury or sweet) will be gratefully 

accepted (and devoured!).  Short (10 minutes or so) talks will also be welcomed on any 

subject – however vaguely associated with astronomy! 

Members were also reminded of the upcoming Alpha Monocerotid meteor shower which is 

(accurately!) timed for 04:50 on the morning of Friday 22nd November.  Also coming soon is 

a close conjunction of Venus with Jupiter in the early evening sky on the 24th with a very 

photogenic opportunity on the 28th when they will be joined by the thin crescent Moon.  

Thanks to Adrian for picking these out in his monthly prospects. 


